
Who Am I?
GUESS THE MYSTERY person
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Here are some clues:

I was born on  
December 1, 1913,  

in Weatherford, Texas.
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My mother was a  
violin teacher.
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From a very young age,  
I had a passion  

for entertaining.
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As a teen, I ran my own  
dance school.
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My heart has always  
belonged to Daddy. 
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New York City is one of  
my favorite places. 
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People admired me for my 
strong work ethic. 
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I married my high school 
sweetheart when I was only 17.
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Not wanting to miss  
anything, I never wanted  

to sleep as a child.
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My best performances were 
never captured on film.
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I always keep my hair  
squeaky clean.
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Many have enjoyed my duets.
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I was not successful  
at finishing the finishing  

school I attended. 
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I spent a lot of time in Brazil  
in my later years. 
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My children and I shared a 
passion for our work. 
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I was once in a  
serious car accident. 
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Touring was a big part  
of my life at one time.
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Over my career,  
I made a number of  
mediocre movies.
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I was always a  
big fan of Dallas.
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Throughout my life, I have 
climbed every mountain. 
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Singing and dancing are  
my favorite pastimes.
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I have been called a  
cockeyed optimist.
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People know me for the 
inaugural roles I played  

on Broadway.
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As Peter Pan, I learned to fly.
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Can you guess who I am?

I can fly! I am Mary Martin. 
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Introduction

Mary Martin is an American actress 
and singer known for her iconic roles in 
Broadway musicals of the 1940s and 1950s. 
From Rogers and Hammerstein’s South 
Pacific and The Sound of Music to Jule 

Styne’s Peter Pan, Martin charmed audiences with her 
incredible talent and authentic portrayals of musical 
theater’s most beloved characters.
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Early Years

Mary Virginia Martin was born on 
December 1, 1913, in Weatherford, Texas. 
Her father, Preston Martin, was an attorney, 
and her mother, Juanita Presley Martin, was 
a violin teacher who encouraged her to take 

singing and dancing lessons. Mary, her sister Geraldine, 
and a childhood friend would routinely perform their own 
musical revues in the town square on Saturday evenings.
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Gifted with natural talent, she possessed a sweet singing 
voice, great comedic timing, and stage presence beyond her 
years. Mary was always fascinated with the entertainment 
industry and enjoyed imitating famous singers and dancers 
when performing publicly. She dreamt of one day moving 
to Hollywood to pursue stardom. 
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During high school, Mary was sent to a 
finishing school in Nashville, Tennessee, 
but was eventually kicked out. She was not 
particularly studious and felt confined by 
the school’s strict rules. While on a break 
back home in Texas, the homesick teen 

begged her mother to allow her to marry her high school 
sweetheart, Benjamin Hagman.
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Juanita relented, and a year later, the 17-year-old was not 
only a newlywed but also a new mother to baby Larry, 
who was more like a younger brother than a son. It did 
not take long for the luster of “playing house” to wear 
off for Mary, and she grew increasingly despondent. 
Desperate to escape the monotony of motherhood, 
she pursued a business opportunity with her best 
friend, opening the Mary Hagman School of Dance in 
Weatherford. The business thrived. 
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By the time Mary was ready to try her luck as an 
entertainer in Hollywood, she was newly divorced and 

trying to juggle her career prospects in 
California with her family and business 
obligations back home in Texas. She 
continued to grow as a performer by taking 
dance lessons and singing in nightclubs 
and on radio shows at every opportunity.
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Mary got her big break in Los Angeles when she landed 
a singing gig at the Trocadero Club after winning a talent 
competition. That two-week run at Trocadero caught the 
eye of Broadway producer Lawrence Schwab, who offered 
her an audition with a theater company in New York City.
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Discussion Starters

• When you were growing up, what entertainers did you 
admire? In what ways has the definition of talent changed 
over the years? How do entertainers today measure up to 
the standards of an earlier age?

• When you were a young adult, how did you balance the 
challenges of work and life? In what ways is it more or less 
challenging to balance career and family obligations today?
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Career Ascent
Mary’s Broadway debut came in 1938 when she 
was cast in a supporting role in the Cole Porter 
musical Leave It to Me! She received rave 
reviews for her rendition of “My Heart Belongs 
to Daddy,” a provocative ballad accompanied 
by a mock striptease. The performance earned 

her a limited singing engagement at New York’s Rainbow 
Room and a contract with Paramount Pictures.
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Back in Hollywood, Martin appeared in a series of 
10 mostly forgettable movies over the course of the 
next four years. The first three were The Great Victor 
Herbert (1939), Rhythm on the River (1940), and Love 
Thy Neighbor (1940). About this same time, she met 
and married Richard Halliday, a story editor with 
Paramount. In 1941, the couple’s only daughter, Heller 
Halliday, was born. 
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In 1943, Mary was lured back to New 
York to appear in the Broadway musical 
One Touch of Venus. Her performance 
was lauded by critics and won her a 
New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award. 
For two years, the show ran in New 
York and on a subsequent national tour.
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Martin had found her calling on 
Broadway, and aside from making Night 
and Day, a 1946 film biography of Cole 
Porter, she would not be returning to 
Hollywood any time soon. That same year, 
she appeared with Yul Brynner (pictured) 
in the Broadway production of Lute Song  

and the West End production of Noël Coward’s  
Pacific 1860 in London.
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She dazzled audiences across the country in the touring 
company of Irving Berlin’s Annie Get Your Gun in 
1947 and even received a special Tony Award for her 
performance. What she may have lacked in great beauty 
or star power, Mary Martin more than made up for with 
her likability and relatability with live audiences. Her 
career was on the rise.
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Discussion Starters
• Describe a time when you had your heart set on one  

thing and then realized that the right path would take you 
in a different direction. What made you realize it was time 
to change course? 

• What do you believe are your best personal qualities? 
(Possible responses: generous, helpful, caring, selfless, 
responsible, thoughtful, protective, etc.) How have you 
lived them out in your life?
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Taking Flight

In 1948, Mary Martin’s career took flight 
when she was offered the lead role of 
army nurse Nellie Forbush in Rodgers and 
Hammerstein’s new musical South Pacific. 
She delivered a Tony-Award winning 
performance that evoked both giggles and 

tears from theatergoers who referred to her as the “cockeyed 
optimist” she played on stage.
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The show’s Broadway run concluded with 
an astounding 1,925 performances before an 
equally successful London run in 1951. Her 
next project was the 1954 Broadway premiere 
of J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, which Mary had 
always considered her favorite role. While the 

stage production had only 152 performances, it was recorded 
for television and aired multiple times over the years for 
viewers from around the world to see. Martin won Tony and 
Emmy awards for her star turn.
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In 1959, Martin was cast as Maria 
von Trapp in another Rodgers and 
Hammerstein production, The 
Sound of Music. Again, seizing the 
opportunity to debut a role, she 

lent a plucky spirit and determination to her portrayal of 
the doubting novice who eventually becomes stepmother 
to seven children.
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Earning another Tony Award for her performance, Mary 
Martin cemented her legacy as the most influential 
musical theater star of her generation. Given her 
impressive work ethic, she rarely missed a performance 
during her long career. While she appeared in only a 
few productions, they were all long-running shows 
that delighted audiences around the world. Martin will 
be forever associated with the memorable roles she 
originated on Broadway.
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After a world tour of Hello, Dolly! in 1965, Martin 
took her final Broadway curtain call after 560 

performances of I Do! I Do! She 
appeared in a few theater and 
television projects in the years that 
followed but always found time to 
enjoy vacations with her husband at 
their Brazilian home.
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After Richard’s death in 1973, Mary continued to stay 
active with charity work and smaller television projects. 
Aside from suffering injuries from a 1982 car accident, 
she remained healthy until developing colorectal 
cancer, which took her life on November, 3, 1990. The 
76-year-old beloved actress was survived by her son and 
daughter, six grandchildren, and a great-granddaughter.
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Discussion Starters

• Which of Mary Martin’s memorable roles do you most 
identify with and why? Please share stories from your 
personal experience.

• In your opinion, what is the value of a strong work 
ethic? In what ways have you consistently shown up for 
the people and responsibilities in your life?
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A Bit of Trivia
• An in-demand stage actress, Mary Martin declined  

lead roles in the Broadway productions of Oklahoma!, 
Kiss Me Kate, and My Fair Lady.

• In 1982, Mary was in a serious car accident in San 
Francisco with friend Janet Gaynor and Gaynor’s 
husband, Paul Gregory. While they eventually 
recovered from their injuries, Martin’s longtime 
assistant Ben Washer did not survive the crash.
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• Martin’s daughter, Heller Halliday, played the role 
of Liza in the original Broadway cast of Peter Pan.

• Over her career, Mary won four Tony Awards for 
her performances in Annie Get Your Gun (1948), 
South Pacific (1950), Peter Pan (1955), and The 
Sound of Music (1960).
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• In 1989, Mary Martin received a Kennedy Center 
Award as well as a special tribute from her son, actor 
Larry Hagman. 

• The Hallidays owned a ranch called Nossa Fazenda 
(“Our Farm”) in Brazil, where they enjoyed many 
vacations with their close friends Janet Gaynor and 
Paul Gregory, who lived next door.
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Can You Guess?
1. Not only was Peter Pan the first Broadway musical to 
be broadcast on network television but it was also the 

only Mary Martin musical theater performance captured 
on film. Preferring to act in front of a live audience,  

Mary turned down the chance to interpret her inaugural 
roles in South Pacific and The Sound of Music on the 
silver screen. Can you guess the two actresses who 

delivered those portrayals on film? 
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Answer:
Mitzi Gaynor played Nellie Forbush in  
South Pacific, and Julie Andrews played  
Maria von Trapp in The Sound of Music.
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2. In the 1950s, Mary Martin made many 
television appearances in variety shows and 
musical tributes. She particularly enjoyed 
singing duets with other celebrities. Can 

you guess how many Broadway tunes were 
included in a 13-minute medley she sang with 

Ethel Merman in a 1953 television special? 
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Answer:

35 songs
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3. Mary Martin was never afraid to take on 
the physical demands of her roles whether 
that meant being suspended in flight high 

above the stage in Peter Pan or doing 
cartwheels across the stage in South Pacific. 
Can you guess the stunt that she suggested 

her character Nellie Forbush pull off in  
every performance of South Pacific?
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Answer:
She literally “washed that man right out 
of her hair”—using real shampoo and 

water—on stage for 1,000 performances 
during the show’s run.
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4. Young at heart, Mary Martin 
cherished her role in Peter Pan and 
proclaimed it her favorite. It turns  
out she loved the flying scenes and  

how playful they made her feel. Can 
you guess what flying experience  

she gained in her childhood? 
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Answer:
Mary attempted to take flight  
from the garage roof of her  

childhood home and broke her 
collarbone in the process.
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5. Martin’s son suggested she replace 
the actress who portrayed a central 
character on the 1970s hit television 

drama Dallas. Can you guess the 
significance of this casting decision 

if it had come to fruition? 
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Answer:
She would have portrayed Miss Ellie,  

the mother of J.R. Ewing, who was 
played by her son, Larry Hagman.
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Discussion Starters
• Have you ever been in a life-threatening situation like an 

accident or natural disaster? What lessons did you take from 
the experience?

• In what ways are you young at heart? How has this influenced 
the way you approach life? 

• Would you recommend working with a family member? Why 
or why not? What types of joys and complications can come 
from working with those closest to you?
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